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TOP STORY

Celebrating
Single

Charm City’s own Joan Allen has people—men and women alike—looking
good news for surviving the to bag that elusive “special someone.”
You know who you are. There are many
Valentine’s Day doldrums.
Back in the ‘80s a well-publicized study
determined that a single woman over 40
had a better chance of being killed by a
terrorist than getting married. Joan Allen
likes to cite that statistic. It’s one of the
reasons she’s doing what she’s doing,
offering hope to the masses of single

reasons why you’re still single. Maybe
you’ve been too picky. Maybe you’ve
devoted yourself to a job, an education,
some noble cause. Maybe you’ve spent the
last 12 years slaving over a hot press at a
non-profit
Baltimore
literary
publication…Hmmm…
Anyway, Joan has the answer for all of
us. She’s spent the last 15 years of her life
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helping single people and is the founder of
Celebrating Single Seminars, a program
which includes an ongoing cooking class at
Fresh Fields/Whole Foods in Mt. Washington, usually held on the last Thursday of
every month (although the January 2002
installment meets on the 17th at 6:30pm).
She also operates “Happy Endings,” a
matchmaking service, and is the co-author
of 2001’s Celebrating Single and Getting
Love Right: From Stalemate to Soulmate
Continued on page 8
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THANK YOU!

This issue was made possible with grants
provided by the Abell Foundation, Parks
Sausauge Company, American Trading and
Production Corporation, Development Credit
Fund, Inc., the Maryland State Arts Council,
the Mayor's Advisory Committee on Art and
Culture, the Harry and Jeannette Weinberg
Foundation, and charitable contributions from
Lite Circle members, including:

Literary January/February
A Potpourri of Literary Events

(Available online at www.litecircle.com/calendar.html)
Consecutive Reading Series
Saturday, January 5, 12, 19, 26

PATRONS
Marta Knobloch
Mary B. Kriebel
Nathan & Alice Winslow

SUPPORTINGMEMBERS
Barbara E. Kirchner
Meaghan Greyson
Ray V. Gorski
Mitch & Rose Kerr
Atticus Marcus
Maryanne Vukcevich
Donations are tax-deductible.

8:00 p.m. Saturday Night Poetry Series,
Mariposa Center for Creative Expression,
5000 Berwyn Rd., College Park, MD. Typically 3 featured readers followed by open
mike. Complimentary refreshments included in $5 cover charge. For more info,
call (301) 513-9422 or email
MariposaPoet@aol.com.

FULL PAGE

$300
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$235

(7 5/8" x 10 1/16")

1/2 PAGE

$195
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$120

7:00-10:30 p.m. The MYTH poetry slam,
TEAISM, 400 8th St. NW (corner of 8th
and D Sts), Washington, DC. Cover $5.
For program/info, call (202) 638-6010 or
email GalAengus@aol.com. 1/6: Rachel
Hyman/Boston; 1/13: The Guerilla Poets/
Boston; 1/20: The Diva Squad: Chezia
Thompson Cager, Linda Joy Burke & Jaki
Terry/Baltimore; 1/27: Da Boogieman (Anthony Rucker)/Cleveland; 2/3: Silvaro/Ohio;
2/10: Dawn Saylor & Lucy Anderton/
Kalamazoo and Chicago.

(2 5/8" x 13 1/2" or 5" x 6 5/8")

Monday, January 7, 14, 21, 28

1/8 PAGE

$60

(5" x 3 3/16" or 2 3/8" x 6 5/8")

1/16 PAGE

$30

(5" x 1 1/2" or 2 3/8" x 3 3/16")

1/32 PAGE

$20

(2 3/8" x 1 1/2")

Business Card

$20

1 issue (no discounts)

Volume Discounts
3 months
5% discount
6 months
10% discount
12 months
15% discount

7:30 p.m. SLAMicide! downstairs at
XandO, 3003 N. Charles St., Charles Village. Donation $5. Open mic—local and
national features—slam. Cash prize for 1st
and 2nd place SLAM winners! Hosts: Baltimore Slammaster Nicki Miller and Granma
Dave Schein. For directions, call (410)
889-7076. For more info, contact Nicki at:
GalAengus @aol.com, or Dave at:
granmadave@yahoo.com. Featured readers: 1/7: Rachel Hyman/Boston; 1/14: The
Guerilla Poets/Boston; 1/21: TBA; 1/28: Da
Boogieman (Anthony Rucker)/Cleveland.
Tuesday, January 8, 16, 24

For payment/ordering info, see p. 8.
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Sunday, January 6

8:30 p.m. Tell the World, open mic poetry
and spoken word reading at the One World
Cafe, 904 S. Charles St., Federal Hill.
Hosted by Tom Swiss. For more info, call
(410) 455-5325
or
email
tms@infamous.net.
9:00 p.m. Open reading at Funk’s Democratic Coffee Spot, 1818 Eastern Ave.,
Fells Point. For more info, call (410) 276FUNK.
Tuesday, February 5, 19, 26
1:00 p.m. Harford Poetry Society Event.
Program TBA. Rockfield Manor, 501
Churchville Rd. (Rte 22), Bel Air, MD. For
more info, call (410) 877-1625.
Literary January
Saturday, January 5
12:00 noon-2:00 p.m. The Poetry Discus-

Extended Family, John Patrick Acevedo,
author of Everlasting Chemistry, and Jordan Cohen, musician and songwriter. Doors
open 7:30 p.m. Cover charge $5. Refreshments provided. For more info, call (301)
513-9422 or email MariposaPoet@aol.com.

5:00 p.m. Barnes & Noble-Ellicott City,
4300 Montgomery Rd., (410) 203-9001.
Irish Book Group discusses Fields of
Athenry by James Roy.

Sunday, January 13

Monday, January 7

4:00-6:00 p.m. WordHouse at Minas.
Baltimore Review winter’s issue publication party. $3 admission.

Sunday, January 6, 13, 20, 27

Lite: Baltimore’s Literary Newspaper

ADVERTISING RATES

sion Group discusses the poetry of Leopold
Sedar Senghor. Enoch Pratt Free Library,
Central Branch. For more info, call Rachel
Kubie at (410) 396-5487.

7:30 p.m. Barnes & Noble-Ellicott City.
Student Writers Alliance meets.

2:00 p.m. Barnes & Noble-Ellicott City.
Wine Glass Court Poets meet.

Tuesday, January 15
Tuesday, January 8
1:00 p.m. Harford Poetry Society Event.
“Poetry Speaks”—audio of famous poets
reading their poems. Susan Lesser will
host. Rockfield Manor, 501 Churchville
Rd. (Rte 22), Bel Air, MD. For more info,
call (410) 877-1625.
6:30-8:00 p.m. The International Fiction
Group discusses My Life as a Dog by
Reidar Jonsson. Enoch Pratt Free Library,
Central Branch. For more info, call Rachel
Kubie at (410) 396-5487.
Saturday, January 12
8:00 p.m. Shakespeare Alive. The
Shakespeare Project is dedicated to
bringing together passionate artists from
across the country to create exciting
classical theatre for the entire community.
The Walters Art Gallery, 600 N. Charles St.
(Charles & Centre Sts., Mt. Vernon). $18/
non-members, $16/musem members and
seniors (65+).
8:00 p.m. Saturday Night Poetry Series,
Mariposa Center for Creative Expression,
5000 Berwyn Rd., College Park, MD. Featured readers: Hilbert Turner, Jr., author of

1:00 p.m. Harford Poetry Society Event.
Al Morey will present a program on the
poet Carleton Ford Shaw. Rockfield Manor.
Friday, January 18
7:30 p.m. Barnes & Noble-Ellicott City.
Abby Bardi presents her debut novel, The
Book of Fred, filled with humor and quiet
pathos.
Sunday, January 20
4:00 p.m. Barnes & Noble-Ellicott City.
Philosophy Book Group discusses Walter
Kaufman’s Nietzche: Philosopher, Psychologist, Anti-Christ, Parts III, IV, and
the epilogue.
Monday, January 21
7:30 p.m. Barnes & Noble-Ellicott City.
Eastern Religion Book Group discusses
Eugene Herrigel’s Zen in the Art of Archery.
Tuesday, January 22
1:00 p.m. Harford Poetry Society Event.
Linda Joy Burke will do performance po-

The Big Literary “Spot” Lites
!Borders-Columbia, 6151 Columbia Crossing Circle. Phone:
(410) 290-0062.
!Borders-Towson, 415 York Rd. Phone: (410) 296-0791.
!Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central Branch, 400 Cathedral St.,
Baltimore. Phone: (410) 396-5494/396-5847.
!Harford Poetry Society Events at Rockfield Manor, 501
Churchville Rd. (Rte 22), Bel Air, MD. Phone: (410) 877-1625.
!Mystery Loves Company Booksellers, 1730 Fleet St., Fells
Point. Phone: (410) 276-6708 or (800) 538-0042.
!WordHouse Salon at Minas, 733-35 S. Ann St., Fells Point.
Phone: (410) 732-4258.
!XandO, 3003 North Charles St., Charles Village. Phone: (410)
889-7076.

etry and read selections from When Divas
Laugh. Rockfield Manor.

Dealing with Dragons by Patricia Wrede.
Literary February/March

5:30 p.m.Loyola College, 4501 N. Charles
St., McManus Theater. Modern Masters
Reading Series. F.X. Toole reads from his
acclaimed collection of stories about the
world of boxing, Rope Burns .
7:00 p.m. Barnes & Noble-Ellicott City.
The Writer’s Circle meets.
Wednesday, January 23
6:30 p.m. Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central Branch, Poe Room. Love, friendship,
and the endless pursuit of parties are among
the themes that appear in Hellified, the
debut novel of Tracy Grant. He has written
for Today’s Black Woman, Black Issues
Book Review and Vibe, and is editor of
Makingnoize.com He reads from and discusses his novel.

Saturday, February 2
12:00 noon-2:00 p.m. The Poetry Discussion Group discusses the poetry of Robert
Hass. Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central
Branch. For more info, call Rachel Kubie at
(410) 396-5487.
4:00-6:00 p.m. WordHouse at Minas.
Frank Palmissano and Reginald Harris read
their poetry. $3 admission.
Wednesday, February 6
6:30 p.m. Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central Branch, Poe Room. Diane McWhorter
reads from and discusses her book Carry
Me Home; Birmingham, Alabama: The
Climactic Battle of the Civil Rights Revolution.

Thursday, January 24
Thursday, February 7
7:00 p.m. Barnes & Noble-Ellicott City. A
Novel Idea: discussion of Barbara
Kingsolver’s Prodigal Summer .
Friday, January 25
7:00 p.m. Barnes & Noble-Ellicott City.
Open Mic Poetry.
Saturday, January 26
9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon. Enoch Pratt Free
Library’s Booklovers’ Breakfast features
Venise Berry, author of So Good and All of
Me, and a new novel to be released in
January, Colored Sugar Water . Advance
registration required. For tickets & information, call the Programs & Publications
Office at (410) 396-5494.
2:00 p.m. Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central Branch, Poe Room. Elizabeth Alexander
reads from her latest book of poetry Antebellum Dream Book.
Monday, January 28
7:30 p.m. Barnes & Noble-Ellicott City.
Literary Readings: discussion of Confederacy of Dunces by John Kennedy Toole.

7:00 p.m. Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central Branch, The Great Choir of New Shiloh
Baptist Church will perform traditional and
contemporary gospel music, including selections from Langston Hughes’ Tambourines to Glory. The Choir Boyz will be
featured in the 2nd half of the program.
Presented in partnership with the American
Gospel Music Heritage Foundation.

12:00 noon-6:00 p.m. Maryland Institute
College of Art, Mount Royal Station Auditorium. St. Valentine’s Sunday Poetry Marathon. Led by Michael Collier, Maryland
Poet Laureate and director of the Bread
Loaf Writers’ Conference, this year the
“Spectrum of Poetic Fire” will feature new
and emerging voices in the poetic genre to
complement last year’s focus on locally
celebrated veteran poets. This year’s marathon will be featured in a film and CD
planned to document the Spectrum program.
Tuesday, February 12

7:30 p.m. Barnes & Noble-Ellicott City.
Science Fiction: discussion of Finity’s End
by C. J. Cherryh.
Tuesday, January 29

Sunday, February 17

1:00 p.m. Harford Poetry Society Event.
Program TBA. Rockfield Manor.

4:00-6:00pm. John Terlazzo, Mare
Cromwell and Barbara Thompson will be
reading poetry from the soul at Minas, 733
S. Ann St. Open mike follows.

6:30 p.m. Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central Branch, Poe Room. Stephen Raleigh
Byler reads from his “novel in stories”
Searching for Intruders, which loosely
weaves linked tales of love, lust, and loss
with settings from the West to New York
City.
7:00 p.m. Barnes & Noble-Ellicott City.
Middle School Book Club: discussion of

EDITORIAL

The Saint Valentine’s Day Rescue Pak
Okay, let’s see….SWM editor, mental age under, chronological age over 21,
seeks non-smoking woman with a lot of
patience who enjoys reading, writing,
day tripping, window shopping, The Arts,
animals, long walks, a roaring fire …
Oh, I forgot…this is supposed to be
an editorial and I’m supposed to say
something about love and relationships,
because that’s our theme this time of
year. But I want to devote my message
this time to those of us who are single or
who otherwise find ourselves without a
romantic partner around V-day. My first
piece of advice is: DON’T PANIC. So
Hallmark is screaming sweet nothings
at you and the TV’s telling you must
have a date for the fourteenth and every
feel-good movie is celebrating the joys
of couplehood and it seems everyone
you know is partnered up already. Ignore it. Read my article about stunning
40-something single author Joan Allen.
In fact, stay at home and read the whole
paper. Mail in your subscription to Lite.
Go to Lite Circle readings or other events.

Curl up with Cherry Pie, Lower than
the Angels, or any one of our Lite
Circle Books. Become a Lite Circle
volunteer. Head up our fledging singles
literary discussion group. Write up a
personal ad to be published in Lite.
We at Litecan service all your single
person needs. Bored? Check out our
literary calendar. Want to learn to cook?
Go to our Top Story and read about
“Celebrating Single,” Joan Allen’s
singles cooking class in Mt. Washington. Want a date? You need go no
further than our personals section. Need
some kindling for your fireplace or
lining for your guinea pig cage? The
solution is right in front of you.
And, for you ladies, I know an eligible SWM editor who’s just waiting to
meet you…

David W. Kriebel,
Editor

Sunday, February 10

6:30-8:00 p.m. The International Fiction
Group discusses Dusk by F. Sionil Jose.
Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central Branch.
For more info, call Rachel Kubie at (410)
396-5487.

Wednesday, January 30

ONE OR MORE WORDS
FROM OUR EDITOR

I Hear America Singing
Each issue we will select one patriotic poem and
print it in this special section. Poets whose work
is selected will receive a $25 savings bond. By
“patriotic poem” we mean any poem which:
celebrates the United States or its democratic
and pluralistic ideals;
eulogizes the victims of the terrorist attack on
September 11, 2001; or
honors our men and women in uniform—
military personnel, police, firefighters, postal
workers, and medical personnel.

Poems should be no more than 40 lines long.
Please submit only one poem per entry to:

Thursday, February 21
6:00 p.m. Maryland Institute College of
Art, Bunting Center Room 110. Kyoko
Mori, poet, author of essays and a memoir,
Bread Loaf Writers’ Conference instructor, reads her poetry, which uses the cultural resonance from her historic Japanese
past and divergent Asian American present

Attn: Patriotic Poem
Lite: Baltimore’s Literary Newspaper
PO Box 26162, Baltimore, MD 21210
Email:lite@toadmail.com

We are also seeking works related to the tragic
events of September 11, 2001 for an ongoing web
anthology. See page 14 for details.

Cont. on page 10
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The Lite Circle, Inc. is a non-profit literary organization based in
Baltimore. We rely on individual contributions to continue our literary activities, including Lite Circle Books (a small-press publishing
house), our various poetry reading series, and the publication you are
reading right now. If you care about the literary arts in Central
Maryland, join us. All you have to do is fill out the form below and send
it to The Lite Circle, Inc., P.O. Box 26162, Baltimore, MD 21210.
Check your level of support:
❏ Regular ($13) - subscription to Lite: Baltimore’s Literary Newspaper,
free or reduced admission to Lite readings, and a 10% discount on all Lite
Circle Books and back issues.

The Great Critic has been on hiatus.
What can I say, people? The free books
have not been coming in as fast as I
expected them to, and my day jobs have
been unexpectedly demanding. I have composed some fine Meeting Haiku, such as:
A meeting expands
To fill available space.
Winter. My office.
But my other day job hasn’t been lending
itself to the appreciation of the arts. Though
now that I mention it, perhaps another
haiku is in order:

❏ Student ($10) - same as Regular. Must be at least a half-time student.
❏ Supporting Member ($25) - same as Regular, but with a 25% discount on
all Lite Circle products and a listing in each issue of Lite.

❏ Patron ($100) - same as Supporting Member, plus 3 free books of your
choice and a 10% discount off any advertisement placed in Lite.
Date______________________
Name_________________________________________
Address_____________________________Apt./P.O. Box______
City______________________State______Zip Code___________
Phone (optional)____________Email (optional)________________

Your donation is fully tax-deductible.

Lite Circle Books
proudly presents

Lower Than the Angels
An exciting new anthology of science
fact, science fiction, & fantasy
edited by Vonnie Winslow Crist
& David Kriebel
Includes work by Jack Chalker, A.C. Crispin, Lawrence Watt-Evans, Neil
Gaiman, Bud Sparhawk, Robert Wayne McCoy, John Flynn, Darrell
Schweitzer, Don Sakers, Bruce Boston, Steve Sneyd, W. H. Stevens, Marta
Knobloch, Rosemary Klein, Dan Cuddy, Patti Kinlock, Elisabeth Stevens,
Stacy Tuthill, Donna Eason, Sam Beard, Judy Chernak, and many others.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!
$14.95 (check or money order payable to the Lite Circle–plus $2.00 shipping)
LTTA c/o Lite Circle Books, P.O. Box 26162, Baltimore, MD 21210.
Info: www.litecircle.com/books.html
Online ordering coming soon.

Through A Glass Darkly
New Mystery/Gothic Horror/Dark Fantasy anthology is open for submissions--deadline EXTENDED TO February 28, 2002 (or when full).
Needed: theme appropriate: stories (under 2,500
words), poems (under 50 lines), and essays (under 2,000 words). Check with editors for other
non-fiction. Editors: Vonnie Winslow Crist, David
Kriebel, P.E. Kinlock. Assistant Editor: W.H.
Stevens. Anthology will be issued in a 6“ x 9”
trade edition of about 190 perfect-bound pages
and will debut in Spring 2002. First time rights
preferred. Pay: in copies at this time. To submit, please send your work along
with a reading fee of $3 per poem and $5 per prose piece to: Through A Glass
Darkly, c/o Lite Circle Books, P.O. Box 26162, Baltimore, MD 21210. All reading
fees will be waived with an advance order of 2 books at our low advance price of
$9.95 each (total: $19.90)—final price after publication will be higher. Please,
original work only (no copyrighted characters, e.g. Star Trek, Dark Shadows, etc.)
4
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Mother-in-law ails.
The toddlers are sick again.
Husbands get lonely.
But enough about me. Let’s talk about
this very skimpy column. There was a lot
of stuff I meant to cover, to be sure. For
example, MD Citizens for the Arts hosted
a preview of the MD legislative slate for
2002 in November that would have been
really interesting to attend if only I hadn’t
been stuck on a round of leave-consuming
suburban errands. That was the same day
that LINK 7 came out—this issue focuses
on science, technology, and innovation in
the arts. That day was typical of the rest of
the Thanksgiving-Christmas period for
yours truly—it was just not a good couple
of months for being a Great Critic.
The one bus I didn’t miss was the
launch of Extended Family from Lite’s
own Hilbert Turner, Jr. (reviewed in next
month’s issue). Hilbert hosts a monthly
open-mic verse event at Barnes and Noble
in Ellicott City that was my first introduction to Baltimore’s suburban poetry scene,
and he has been one of my touchstones in
the year or so that I’ve been trying to figure
out who’s who and who’s just crazy in
Baltimore letters. So I willingly slapped
down seven bucks for a copy of his first
collection of poems, a 43-page chapbook
printed by Gitana Press in Hyattsville.
Hilbert came by the Old Yemelyanov Place
on New Year’s Eve, and I got some comments on the book and his work out of him
in exchange for some of my mother-inlaw’s Russian potato salad.
Meter and Metaphor : Whose work do
you admire and why?
Hilbert: My favorite poet is Langston
Hughes because he was able to boil down
a lot of different emotions into a few
words. His efficiency comes through and
it’s so constant in his work that it seems
effortless. Maybe it was, for him. My
favorite poem of his is “Harlem” (aka “A
Dream Deferred”). Robert Frost had an
impact on me as well. Back in high school,
my English class was assigned the task of
memorizing “Stopping By Woods on a
Snowy Evening” and I haven’t forgotten it
yet. On the local front, I like Barbara
DeCesare’s work. I admire poetry period.
I can go to the library and choose five
volumes of poetry by five different authors
and in at least four of them find something
that I can relate to, that impresses me, or
inspires me to write something similar.

MM: I had
expected to see
“ B u r n t
Chicken” in here
since it’s one of
your signature
performance
pieces. It makes
me
wonder
how you compose
your
work, though.
Have
you
thought about
doing a CD?
H i l b e r t:
“ B u r n t
Chicken” was a
unique writing
experience. The
day I wrote it
was the day I
moved into my
house. The family members
who bothered to
show up to help
(you know who
you are) had left
and I was stretched out on the couch. My
body was weary but my mind was going at
full speed. The words rained down and
soon I couldn’t sit still any more. I had to
write it down before it vaporized. The
scene needed a soundtrack and when it
comes to convincing duets, it’s hard to
beat the chemistry of Tammi Terrell and
Marvin Gaye. Since the poem was coming
to me so quickly, it took me only about 30
minutes to write it. I was so excited that I
had to share it. Fortunately, this was the
same day that Mariposa in College Park
has their weekly events. So, tired bones
and all, I drove down there and debuted it
during the open mike. I have received
requests to hear it ever since.
I don’t have a process that I am conscious of. My poems have sprung from
memories (“Robert’s Wake”) or from viewing events from other angles (“12 Days of
Rain”) or from philosophical moments
(“Homage”). Sometimes the title comes to
me first, sometimes the last line. It’s like
stalagmites versus stalactites.
I have not entertained the thought of
doing a CD.
MM: Why did you decide to do a chapbook? How did you find your publisher?
Hilbert: I decided to do a book because
I got tired of people asking me “When are
you going to publish a book?” Actually, I
thought it was time since I’ve been writing
so much since 1998. Going through my
catalog to find poems that link thematically
(for the most part) was not as difficult as
I thought it would be. My publisher,
Annette Gonzales, and I have known
each other for about three years. She
started a literary journal called Spiraeas in
early 1999 as part of a graduate school
project. I heard about it through other
poetic friends and submitted some work.
The editorial crew chose “Sometimes I
Forget” and it became my first published
poem. When I was sure about doing a
book, I knew I could go to her for advice

METER &
METAPHOR

Join The Lite Circle

The Local Literary Scene

Continued on page 10

Lite Sightings:
ART REVIEWS
Blurred Edges: Paintings and Encaustics by Paul Abbey. December 8, 2001February 28,2002. Minas Gallery, 733 S.
Ann St., Fells Point, (410) 732-4258. Gallery Hours: Open Daily 11 a.m.-7 p.m.
Paul Abbey’s art is maximalist. The
images he creates move the eye physically
as well as conceptually. His work is akin to
abstract expressionism but is based more
firmly in the physical world. His pictures’
titles are Goldenrod Field, BQE (Brooklyn-Queens Expressway), Owl Canon. His
concern is with observation as well as
expression or any theoretical concept. He
writes:
The only constant for me over he years
has been painting. Not the desire for people
to like the result necessarily, but the simple
act. It has made an observer of me, as well
as helped me gain perspective.
I don’t know what a painting will look
like before it is finished. There is a tendency
to get lost in the color, with its harsh
abutments and subtle meanderings. It is a
wonderful thing to participate in the evolution of a composition. I am not terribly
concerned with knowing a piece’s final
destination. The paintings may end up over
someone’s couch, in a gallery, or even in an
attic as a forgotten relic of someone else’s
fancy.
An experience, be it an event, a view, an
emotion, etc., is by necessity a subjective
one. What catches one’s eye, sinks into he
mind, with only a remnant remaining consciously? Who remembers?
I see every edge, but not all at once. Who
would want to?
How successful is Paul Abby as an
artist? Let’s examine a few of the paintings
through this reviewer’s subjective sensibility.
Perhaps the least imposing picture is a
small oil on board, Before the Snow. White
is the most immediate impression. At the
extreme bottom of the frame there is a
landscape. A church spire in the distance ?
Branches enter from the left; small dabs of
paint that are leaves hang loosely from
these late autumn branches. The sky is
white with small eddies of motion—an
abstract expressionist’s motion in the
impasto of paint. For all the modesty of the
painting it is not a flat picture. Unlike
minimalist work there is tension on the
surface. Surely this reflects the meteorological moment portrayed as well as the
artist’s electricity in painting.
A more striking picture is Pin Oak. This
viewer finds it accomplished but flawed.
The title is puzzling. There is a tree growing
at the bottom right. It is, at first, an unimposing image, but the more the viewer
looks the more defined the tree becomes,
the greater the presence. However, a yellow circle, a ring around the moon——it
looks like what is seen in photographs of
ring nebulas—dominates the painting. The
moon is a brilliant white bit of paint that is
more light than solid orb. That bright circle
is a tyrant. The eye keeps coming back to
that figure which is more geometric than

atmospheric. All else in the painting has
Abbey’s fine modulation of form. The
circle is hard-edged and incongruous.
A more successful painting is Bridges
Over the East River. The title helps direct
the viewer to the content of the picture.
This work is the most abstract of the
paintings in the show. However, looking
closely, the eye can see the bridges. The
most visible bridge is the one at the top of
the picture. The linear form is subdued by
the nebulous atmosphere. It is like a view of
a bridge through a mist. The whole painting
is a mist, but one of paint and color. Forms
fade in and out of the mind’s eye. The
picture evolves with the viewing. There are
elements of the physical world but the
indistinct dominates. This painting reminds
me of Turner, and of Jackson Pollack. This

Owl Canyon . 39" x 45.5" 2000, encaustic on
board. Reprinted with permission.

is the type of painting that one can view
over stretches of time. It is a symphony for
the eye.
Minas, the gallery owner, and an artist
himself, commends the subtle colors of the
painting. “The use of black makes the
lighting more intriguing. The encaustic
wax surface of many of the pictures is not
shiny or matte. In general some works of
art look better in a particular mode of
outside lighting. Abbey’s paintings are lit
from within. The work always achieves an
ideal viewing. The images never lose their
cohesiveness.”
There is much to recommend in this
show. Each of the paintings demonstrates
different facets of Abbey’s skill. BQE
reminds me of a city under water. The
cityscape is detailed but blurred. There is a
slight distancing and idealization in the
forms. All of the immensity of architecture
and human activity is there , but the city is
submerged in the medium of paint. Waiting
for the Women is the closest stylistically to
BQE. Here the scene is a street with human
figures. The color, the vibrating lines of the
composition, are striking. The total image
in the frame moves the eye from one point
to another. Owl Canyon and Goldenrod
Field are ostensibly landscapes; however,
the beauty of these paintings is not hairsplitting realism (they are not that), but the
glory of pigment interacting with light.
Abbey, at his best, recreates the outside
world into a well-lit, at times muddy, at
times limpid, personal vision formed as
much by the act of painting as by observation.
DAN CUDDY

Question, comment, review, or
event for Lite? Write us or email:
lite@toadmail.com.

Want to be part of the organization behind
Baltimore’s Literary Newspaper?
If you like the idea of doing something worthwhile for hard
work and no pay, maybe you can be one of us.
Many hands make Lite work. We need people to help out in:
Administration
Advertising (earn commissions!)
Distribution

Marketing
Fundraising
Public Relations

Please send a letter and your resume to:

The Lite Circle
Volunteers
P.O. Box 26162
Baltimore, MD 21210
or email them to:lite@toadmail.com
The Lite Circle, Inc. is a non-profit organization.

Coming Soon! From Lite
Circle Books

River of
Stars
RESERVE YOUR COPY NOW!
Send your check or money order for
$9.95 plus $2.00 postage and
handling to:
Lite Circle Books/River of Stars
P.O. Box 26162, Baltimore MD 21210
Info:www.litecircle.com/books.html
Order online!

For

the Holidays
...and throughout the year.
Beautiful wreaths, Christmas
ornaments, decorative pillows, toys,
and other wonderful creations—each
individually handmade with care by

Coventry Crafts
a family-run business since 1989
2103 Coles Blvd.
Norristown, PA 19401
(610) 275-7442 or (410) 719-7792

We Ship Anywhere!
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neous submissions. By submitting your
poetry, you grant electronic rights for the
poem to appear at this website and understand that it will also appear in a printer
artwork of Emi Okuda is on display at the friendly format and the readers are free to
Stone Mill Bakery, 5127 Roland Ave. print for their personal use. Rights revert
Gallery hours: Sun. 8 a.m. to 3 p.m., 7:30
back to the author after publication at this
a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon thru Fri. Phone: 410website. It is assumed that all submitted
532-8669. Opening reception on Sunday, poems are the property of the submitting
Jan. 13 from 3 to 5 p.m. The public is poet.
invited.
Via email to kpgurney@tmpoetry.com:
•Poetology presents on Friday, January Please make the SUBJECTof your e-mail
11, 8 p.m., at Gallery 409, 409 N. Charles
SUBMISSIONS. Please make it easy to tell
St., Baltimore: 7 p.m. Art Exhibition; 8
where one poem starts and the next begins.
p.m. Open Mic; 9 p.m. First Feature; 10 The editors suggest putting titles in all caps
p.m. Second Feature. “Battle of The Po- or making dashed lines across the page.
ets” open Mic, welcoming singers, em- Since not all “italics” and “bold” come
cees, poets, and comics. Featuring world through the ether-waves of the internet,
traveled poet and musician Ainsley Burplease demark sections of your poems that
rows (http://ainsleyburrows.com/) and also
are to be bolded or in italics and indicate a
Baltimore’s newest hit wonder, four part key for interpretation (suggestion: #words#
harmony group “Final Hour.” Poets $5; for bold; *words* for italics).
Spectators $10. For more info, visit: http:/
•Call for submissions. Minimus is now
/invites.yahoo.com 6863b0c3c552fo5y- seeking poetry and short stories. Reading
jgtyzk246/.
period is January only. Details at:
•The Pearl Gallery is exhibiting the
www.writer.org/minimus .
works of Eric Abrecht until January 31,
•Winter got you down? Check out the
2002. The Pearl Gallery is located at 815 Walters Art Museum, 600 N. Charles St.,
th
West 36 St., Hampden. (410-467-2260). (Mt. Vernon near Charles & Centre Sts.) for
•Rep Stage, the professional Equity something entertaining, educational, and
theatre company in residence at Howard
indoors. Hours: Tues.-Sun. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.,
Community College (HCC), presents Elizaand on the first Thurs. of every month 10
beth Egloff’s comedy/drama “The Swan”
a.m.-8 p.m. Closed Mon. General admisFebruary 1-24 in the Theatre Outback, sion: $8/adults, $6/seniors, $5 ages 18-25,
10901 Little Patuxent Pkwy., Columbia. under 17/members free. Free admission 10
Showtimes are Fri./Sat. at 8 p.m. and Sun. a.m.-1 p.m. on Sat. & all day the first Thurs.
at 2:30 and 7:30 p.m. Additional Sat. matiof the month.
nee on Feb. 23 at 2:30 p.m. Tickets: $18/
Current exhibitions: Desire and DevoFri., $12/Sat. matinee, $20/Sat. evenings,
tion: Art from India, Nepal, and Tibet in
$16/Sun. matinee and $14/Sun. evening. theJohn and Berthe Ford Collection through
Students: $10. Senior discount: $2 off full Jan. 13. Expanding World Views: A Millenprice tickets/$3 off for groups of six or nium of Maps through Jan. 20. Facing
more. The play is directed by Kasi Campbell, Museums through Jan. 19. Blossoms and
starring Christopher Lane as a mysterious
Beauties (Japanese print exhibition) Jan. 9swan that crashes into the prairie home of
April 7. The Age of Impressionism: Euroa lonely woman portrayed by Sherri Edelen. pean Masterpieces from Ordrupgaard,
For tickets/info, call the box office at (410) Copenhagen, Feb. 17-May 26. Homeward
772-4900 or visit www.howardcc.edu/ Bound: Books, Bindings, and Their Owners
repstage.
(manuscript exhibition) through April 2002.
•This past November Lite’s own David
Other events: Mid-Winter Blues Party,
Kriebel performed (with a very convincing
Friday, Jan. 25, 5:30-9 p.m. $8/non-memFrench accent!) in Leonid Andreyev’s play bers, museum members free. “Walters AfHe Who Gets Slapped at Villa Julie ter Hours” series offers dancing, live music,
C o l l e g e ’ s entertainment, food, and art on select FriInscape The- day evenings throughout the year.
atre . Written
Celebrate Black History Month. Thursby the Russian
day, Feb. 7, 5-8 p.m. Free admission on the
playwright in first Thursday of the month. Evening tours
1915,
the of the Egyptian and Ethiopian collections,
plot’s focus is children’s activities, and entertainment.
a circus clown
For more events, see the Lite literary
who uses his
calendar or call (410) 547-9000/visit the
makeup to
website, www.thewalters.org.
hide his perLite staff photo.
•Patapsco: Portrait of a Valley on dissonal pain and play January 12 to March 9 at the Enoch
humiliation. Pictured here are Dave as Pratt Free Library, Central Branch.
circus manager Papa Briquet and Ginny
An exhibit of photographs, maps and
Hess as his wife, Zinida.
other artifacts documenting like in the early
•TM Poetry Irregular is seeking sub20th century in the small towns and environs
missions. Website: www.tmpoetry.com. of the central Patapsco Valley. Included are
Submission guidelines: Submit original, portraits by photographer Peggy Fox taken
unpublished poems of any length. Please of residents in familiar settings; interview
limit submissions to a total of 5 poems at text by folklorist Allison Kahn; photographs
any one time. Poems previously published
from the collection of historian Louis Diggs;
on a website are considered published.
and exhibit materials prepared by Dr. EdPoems appearing only in small-run, selfward Orser, Chair American Studies Depublished chapbooks (50 or less copies) partment, UMBC.
are not considered published. No simultaSince 1997 the Friends of the Patapsco

LITE BYTES
ANNOUNCEMENTS
•The schedule of photography exhibits
at the Photoworks, 3531 Chestnut Ave in
Hampden, has been announced. In January
the Photoworks Staff and Faculty’s work
will be displayed in “The Way We See It.”
In February Joel Meneses architectural
black and white photography will be featured. In March color photographs by
Forrest MacCormack will be shown.
Throughout the year the Photoworks
offers courses in various aspects of photography: Traditional Photography, Print
Design Software, Digital Media, and occasional one day courses. Call 410-889-4600
for more information.
•The Vagabond Players will continue
their 86th season Jan. 11-Feb. 10 with a
new production of the Tony award-winning play, Master Class by Terrence
McNally. Celia Rocca stars as legendary
diva Maria Callas, who conducts a funny
and perceptive “master class” at Julliard
for three opera students. Directed by Ann
Mainolfi, the play runs at the Vagabond
Theater, 806 S. Broadway, on Fridays &
Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 2 p.m.
(With an extra 7 p.m. show on Sunday,
Feb. 3) Tickets are $12, $10 for seniors
over 63 & students with ID. Call (410)
563-9135 for reservations.
The Vagabond production of Master
Class will feature soprano Vanessa Stewart
in the role of Sharon. Other supporting
roles are being played by Matthew Brech as
the tenor, and Beth Brech as the first
soprano.
•In the recently published Chesapeake
Wildlife: Stories of Survival and Loss,
author/photographer Pat Vojtech uses historical data to tell the story of wildlife in the
Chesapeake region and document how
close mankind came to eliminating so many
beautiful species. The final chapters reveal
how hard the struggle was to bring Chesapeake wildlife—at least most species—
back from the brink of extinction.
While this is a history of wildlife in the
Chesapeake watershed, it mirrors man’s
impact on wildlife throughout North
America and around the world over the
past 400 years. The book is illustrated with
over 190 color photographs. Order it
through booksellers or through the publisher Tidewater Publishers, P.O. Box
456, Centreville, MD 21617. (1-800-6387641). ISBN 0-87033-536-7. $34.95.
•Good news for a change! Baltimore is
two bookstores richer.
–The Book Rendezvous has opened a
third store, taking over the old Raven
Books building on the Ave. in Hampden,
two doors down from Falls Rd. The Book
Rendezvous still maintains a used-book
store at 805 Light St. in South Baltimore
(410-332-1664) and a store at 3 N. Calvert
St.
–The Ivy Bookshop, a new book retailer, has opened at 6080 Falls Rd. (next to
Louis Mazur). Lauren Kitch is the manager. (410-377-2966).
•From January 7 to January 31, 2002 the
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Valley & Heritage Greenway have been
working to preserve, protect and interpret
the history and cultural life of these small
towns: Daniels, Elkridge, Ellicott City, Oella
and Relay. These towns, homes to mills
and railroads, formed the center of the
early Industrial Revolution. An oral history
project has recorded the memories of longtime residents of the Patapsco Valley towns.
Their stories taken together tell stories of
community—stories similar to those in
other small towns in the valleys around
Baltimore.
•On Sunday, Jan. 13 at 1:30 p.m. in the
Central Library’s Wheeler Auditorium, The
Patapsco Players will perform a dramatic
presentation, A Completely Different World:
stories culled from the oral history project
that tell of hard times, hard work and hard
feelings related to the prejudices of the
times.
•On Saturday, Jan. 19 at 2 p.m. in the
Poe Room of the Central Library there will
be a symposium: Portraits of the Patapsco:
Documenting and Interpreting History.
•On Saturday, Feb. 2 at 2 p.m. Louis
Diggs will give a lecture on African American Communities and Life in the Patapsco
Valley.
•Enoch Pratt Free Library , the Central
Library and its many community-based
branches, is offering an extensive list of
events in February celebrating Black History Month. Some of the events are targeted for adults while others are presentations for children. Check your local branch
for a list of activities throughout the library system.
Here are a few examples—the emphasis
here is a “few.” There are way more events
than can be listed here.
•Traveling the Underground Railroad
with Frederick and Anna. Sunday, Jan. 20
at 2 p.m. The Central Library, Meyerhoff
Children’s Garden.
Frederick Douglass IV brings alive the
timeless speeches of his great, great grandfather through reenactments with his wife,
B. J. Douglass, who portrays Anna, wife of
Frederick Douglass. Born free, she encouraged Frederick to flee slavery. For
ages 6 to 12. Free tickets beginning Sunday, Jan. 6.
Storytelling
•The “Growing Griots” of the Griots
Circle of Maryland present stories, poems,
proverbs accompanied by drumming and
dance.
–Saturday, Feb. 2 at 2 p.m. at the
Edmondson Ave. Branch.
–Saturday, Feb. 9 at 2 p.m. at the
Reisterstown Rd. Branch.
–Saturday, Feb. 16 at 2 p.m. at the
Walbrook Branch.
•MaMa Olu brings three decades of
storytelling experience to her joyful, powerful performances. As a dancer and percussionist, she provides movement, magic
and music to the history, poetry and stories
that are shared.
–Monday, Feb. 11 at 6 p.m. at the
Waverly Branch.
–Wednesday, Feb. 20 at 1:30 p.m. at the
Forest Park Branch.
•“Rise to Freedom”: blending story, poetry and song, poet and storyteller TAHIRA
delivers messages of freedom, hope and

Continued on page 15

“...I’m almost four months along now,
so it’s not like I can wait on you forever. I
need to have the $3,000 by Thursday or I
just don’t think I can go through with it.”
As Mary Ann Parsons finished reading the
e-mail message meant for her husband, she
felt a sudden overriding wave of nausea,
not unlike morning sickness. Mary Ann
was not pregnant, only seasick with shock.
Some woman was attempting to blackmail
her husband, stalling on an abortion until he
came up with the hush money.
Trouble had been simmering in Mary
Ann’s marriage for the past several months,
though it was nothing Mary Ann could
reasonably classify or define. Her husband
Robert had not taken to beating or even
berating her, but Mary Ann sensed a difference nonetheless, perhaps all the more. For
years, she had relied on her spouse’s regard
for and attention to every aspect of her daily
living and being. Though she could scarcely
articulate, much less specify, what changes
had occurred, Mary Ann deeply felt the
importance of those changes. Robert just
seemed not as wholly taken with her, less
charmed by her humor, less partisan about
her career complaints, less available to her
overall.
Still, only in the past few weeks had the
explanation of another woman even dimly
occurred to Mary Ann as an option, and,
even then, just as one to address quickly
and cross off the list of possibilities. That
was why she had purposefully arrived a
few minutes too late to join her husband for
lunch; the staff at Blackburn and Veetch
was so accustomed to seeing Mary Ann
there that no one questioned her letting
herself into Robert’s office.
Even checking his e-mail seemed on the
border of innocence; they had mutual friends
who sometimes sent mail meant for them
both, but Mary Ann knew no one named
Maria. Now all her husband’s late nights at
work made too much sense, made Mary
Ann feel she had been forced into a bad
fiction. Yet perhaps only some of those late
nights had been shared with this Maria;
more recently, Mary Ann suspected, Robert had really been in late trying to drum up
some free lance work, in order to find a
way to $3,000 without his wife’s knowledge. But now his urgent, ugly secret was
out.
Mary Ann marveled at the overall lack of
precautions her husband had taken. There
was the e-mail from his lover; in his office
Rolodex the only possible candidate, Maria
Sanchez, had both address and phone number listed. Mary Ann’s growing anger
begged her to await her husband’s return,
to accuse him with the evidence still hot in
her hands. But she did not need the additional humiliation of an office scene. Instead, she deleted Maria’s message and
hurried off to be in time for her next class.
In her third year as an Assistant Professor of English at Youngstown State, Mary
Ann Parsons, the same slim, green-eyed,
red-haired beauty she had been as an undergraduate, was still mistaken sometimes for
a student, though she was approaching her
middle-thirties. She and Robert had been
married ten years, and only within the last
year had the almost tangible glow of his
devotion to her been fading. Yet their only

Blessed
Event
by

Joe Benevento
Illustration by Moira Lachen
significant squabble had seemed a question
of timing. She and Robert had always
discussed family, and he had never balked
over waiting until she completed her Ph.D.
at Purdue. He seemed only a bit less understanding about her need not to “waste
seven years of graduate school,” by dismantling her chances at tenure through a
pregnancy. His willingness to leave the
firm where he worked as a graphic artist to
be a stay-at-home Dad was moot; Mary
Ann could hardly afford the derailment of
a pregnancy, and Robert had devised no
means to take over that part of her job.
Lately Mary Ann had insisted on backup birth control to be especially safe. This
extra bit of caution Robert had deemed
“ridiculous.”
“You’re on the pill already. A condom?
Spermicide? I mean you’re giving new
meaning to the term ‘overkill.’”
“You’re just exaggerating. It doesn’t
hurt to be careful. You just don’t want to
wear a condom; you want me to do all the
worrying about pregnancy.”
“Honey, let’s face it; your not wanting
to get pregnant is getting beyond caution.
And if anyone is looking out for what’s best
for her, it’s you.”
“Well, even if that were true, we’re a
couple, right? What’s best for me is going
to be best for you too, right?”
“I suppose. But it’s going to be a little
tough getting excited about making love
when we’re just one step ahead of a chastity belt.”
Ironically, then, it looked like it was little

more than Robert’s discomfort with a
condom, which had led him first to a
dissatisfaction with their love-making and
then to the recklessness of an affair.
Mary Ann hoped she could at least
postpone the urgency of her husband’s
situation while teaching her American Literature Survey class. But the uncanny
coincidence of the stories due for discussion that afternoon, “The Storm,” and
“Desiree’s Baby,” by one of her favorite
authors, Kate Chopin, made her barely able
to focus on what her students were saying
about the secret affair of the first story or
the unwanted baby of the second. It was as
if Chopin were mocking her for not doing
what she always told her students to do,
learn from literature about their actual lives.
Perhaps that imagined mockery was an
impetus for her; before she even dismissed
her students, Mary Ann felt a kind of call to
action. She decided to resolve her husband’s
difficulty for him, by confronting his blackmailer herself.
Back in her office, she called the number
with a strangely calm resolve, but only got
an answering machine response. The voice
was even, its English unaccented, dissolving in part the stereotype of her adversary
that Mary Ann had already concocted. She
tried to do some work in her office, but her
mind was in one place only. After five she
called again and was able to hang up on an
actual person. And she determined to pay
that person a visit.
Mary Ann was unfamiliar with Maria
Sanchez’s neighborhood, but was good

with a map. As she tried to stay calm in rush
hour traffic, her mind drifted back to a
conversation about babies that had taken
place back at Homecoming the past October in West Lafayette. At a table crowded
with former classmates and their spouses,
they had dissected the choices of an absent
alumna, a friend who had foregone graduate school for a fireman husband, a house
and already three children:
“I don’t know how she manages it,”
Mary Ann had laughed. “We’ve got a
cocker spaniel and feel guilty half the time
that we’re neglecting him.”
“Well, Carol stays at home; she’s with
her kids all the time, “Robert had pointed
out.
“But that’s the point,” Mary Ann’s most
outrageous friend, now an attorney, had
shouted, “Stuck at home with three rug
rats, how does she stand it?”
“Plus, the three pregnancies,” Mary
Ann had continued.
“Yeah, she’ll never see size six again,”
the louder friend had agreed.
“Not only that,” Mary Ann explained. “I
mean, I think pregnancy objectifies women.
You’re totally and unwillingly on display
for all the world to see and to comment.
Total strangers think they can come up to
you and pat your belly or ask you really
personal questions. I mean, who needs it?”
“Well, we hope to start a family someday,” another friend’s spouse reported,
almost timidly. “But, hey, it’s like we’re
still kids ourselves now. We’re not responsible enough to have a child.”
“Yeah, I’m not even sure we should
have the dog,” Robert had smirked his
accord.
Mary Ann realized from that remembered exchange just how unprepared Robert had to be under the threat of impending
fatherhood. That was why this woman
could extort him so readily, that and the
threat she might go to his wife. Mary Ann
was prepared to take both those threats out
of her erring husband’s life.
As she reached the modest ranch home
corresponding to Maria Sanchez’s address,
she was both surprised and a bit relieved to
find it placed in a solid, lower middle-class
neighborhood, instead of one of
Youngstown’s notorious slums. A woman
around Mary Ann’s own age, with dark
hair and a fuller figure, but with eyes the
same shade of green as her own, answered
the door. “Can I help you?” she asked in the
same level voice of her answering machine.
“I’m Mary Ann Parsons.”
“Yes?”
“Mary Ann Parsons. Robert’s, Robert
Benedetto’s wife.”
The look on Maria Sanchez’s face went
from mildly curious to stunned; she took an
involuntary step back then tried to feign
normalcy: “Yes, Robert. He’s done some
work for the company I worked for, but...”
“Yes, I know all about his free lancing.
I’m here to talk about your condition.”
Mary Ann could not resist the savagery of
a light pat on her opponent’s still fairly flat
stomach. “‘Embarazada,’ that’s what they
call it in Spanish, right? I always thought
that an appropriate pun.”
Continued on page 12
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(Capital Books, $24.95).
Joan began writing the book four years
ago after a string of dead-end relationships
which left her wondering “why so many
‘baby boomer’ relationships were ending,
instead of ending ‘happily ever after.” She
was also fueled with a determination to
react to the 1980s study. “I wanted to give
hope to single women. They can find love
at any age.” But the book is also geared
toward single men—and a good thing, too,
given a 2001 study which cites that the
pendulum is swinging the other way now,
with 30- and 40-something bachelors ex-

be disappointed
in their quest for
a mate. “People
need to be openminded about
what they’re
looking for.”
She recommends
that
people sit down
and make a list
of 20 attributes
they’re looking
for in a mate.
“Then sleep on
it. The next day,
cut it back to 10.
Let a few days
pass and then
cut it back to
three to five.
This will be the
essence
of
what’s important for that person.” Her own
top three attributes ? “I want
a man who is
kind, intelligent,
and accomplished.”
What goes into a healthy relationship?
For Joan it involves “someone who loves
me back in the same way…I think of it as
the 3 C’s: commitment, communication,
and chemistry. Someone asked me on a TV
talk show if you could have a healthy
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Joan Allen. Photo by Sara Glick, Baltimore Sun. Reprinted with permission.

pected to outnumber single women in 10
years. The male perspective is provided by
Joan’s co-author Mark Kusinitz, a fellow
journalist and Baby Boomer who is also
Joan’s best friend. She believes that it is
very important to have one or more close
friends of the opposite sex.
Joan interviewed over 200 single men
and women for the book and why so many
are still single. For one thing, many men
said they wanted “anorexic blondes”—
yes, that was the phrase—and many women
said they only wanted to meet doctors and
lawyers. Clearly such people are going to

relationship with only two of the three. And
my answer is no, I don’t think so, I think
you really do need all three.” It is important
not to be too desperate for a relationship.
“Men and women do not want to be with
someone who’s needy. People pick up on
that so quickly and it scares them. If a
person is needy, that means they’re not
happy within. They need you to complete
them and it’s not going to be a healthy
relationship.”
So how do you not become needy? How
does a person looking for a relationship
Continued on page 10

Need an event covered?
Call News Editor Dan Cuddy at (410) 882-4138
or email lite@toadmail.com.

PRATT PRESENTS
Wed., Jan. 30, 6:30 p.m.
Stephen Raleigh Byler reads and signs his
novel, Searching for Intruders.

EXHIBIT: “Patapsco: Portrait of a Valley” On
display at the Central Library, January 12 - March
9. An exhibit of photographs, maps and other
artifacts documenting life in the early twentieth
century in the small towns and environs of the
central Patapsco Valley. Sponsored by Friends of
the Patapsco Valley & Heritage Greenway, with
funding from the Maryland Humanities Council.
Opening program and reception: Sunday, January
13, 1:30 p.m.
BOOKLOVERS’BREAKFAST
featuring VENISEBERRY,author of Sounds
Good; All of Me; and Colored Sugar Water .
Saturday, January 26, 9 a.m. - noon. Baltimore
Marriott Waterfront Hotel, 700 Aliceanna St.
Tickets: $30 per person; $290 for a table of 10.
Call 410-396-5494 for tickets and information.
Writers LIVE! Readings and Book Signings
at the Central Library
Wed., Jan. 16, 6:30 p.m.
Monique Greenwooddiscusses and signs Having What Matters: The Black Woman’s
Guide to Creating the Life You Really Want.

Wed., Feb. 6, 6:30 p.m.
Diane McWhorter discusses and signs Carry
Me Home; Birmingham, Alabama: The
Climactic Battle of the Civil Rights Revolution.
Sat., Feb. 9, 2:30 p.m.
AudreyChapman discusses and signs her new
book, Seven Attitude Adjustments for Finding
a Loving Man.
Tues., Feb. 12, 6:30 p.m.
DeWayne Wickham talks about his new book,
Bill Clinton and Black America.

Venise Berry

Wed., Jan. 23, 6:30 p.m.
TracyGrant reads and signs his novel,
Hellified.
Sat., Jan. 26, 2 p.m.
PoetElizabeth Alexander reads from her new
collection,Antebellum Dream Book.

Call 410-396-5494 to register.
Enoch Pratt Free Library
400 Cathedral St.

LANGSTON HUGHES: A CENTENNIAL
CELEBRATION. Sun., Feb. 24, 2 p.m.
ArnoldRampersad, author of the two-volume
The Life of Langston Hughes , will speak on
“Langston Hughes: The First 100 Years.” Central
Library, Wheeler Auditorium.

www.epfl.net
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Spotlite, cont. from page 8
avoid desperation? Joan’s refers to a scheme
in Susan Jeffer’s book Feel the Fear and Do
It Anyway. “Imagine a box that says, ‘Me
Without a Relationship.’ Then imagine that
it’s only one of nine boxes.” She indicates
a 3 x 3 box diagram. “The other eight boxes
are labeled ‘Work,’ ‘Friends,’
‘Volunteerism,’ ‘Family,’ and so forth. If
the ‘Relationship’ box is empty but you
have all the others filled, you won’t be
needy, you’ll have a life. If you have only
that big fat ‘Relationship’ box and its empty,
that’ll be a sad person.”
Meanwhile, she recommends that single
people seeking a relationship try all the
options—personal ads (she knows several
people who met their spouses that way),
volunteer groups, the Internet, and singles
events such as her cooking series. “With
the cooking classes, I ask them if there’s
anyone there they’d like to meet and then I
invite that person to come up (to help
prepare demo meals for the class). It’s best
to meet someone when you’re learning
something—this way, they come away with
new recipes to entertain their friends.”
Reader reaction has been extremely favorable, with Amazon.com readers giving it
a 5-star rating and praising its realistic and
uplifting approach to life as a single person.
She’s received fan email from all over the
world, including one from a young Saudi
man who heard her interviewed on National
Public Radio.
Joan has successfully matched up several couples herself, both informally and via
her matchmaking service. “I believe there’s
a lid for every pot,” she observes. She tells
the story of how she interviewed a young
attorney and asked what he was looking for
in a woman. “He said, ‘When I’m looking
into her eyes I see the eyes of God,’ and in
that second in time I envisioned a woman I
worked with in my TV program. He said he
would meet her. They got married a year
ago and are expecting their first child.”
And she has advice for all those as yet
unmatched pots and lids: “You need to find
a passion besides romance. I think it’s
important to create a family of friends, good
friends, that help complete your life and
make your life rewarding and full.”
Besides being a writer and accomplished
cook, Joan is a documentary film producer,
freelance journalist, and host. She had her
own cable TV show, “Best Foods” and
currently teaches scriptwriting at Towson
University. She has a degree in English
literature from College Park, lived in DC for
three years, and came to Baltimore to take
a public relations position. She has written
poetry since she was a little girl, and uses
her poetry in the book. Her website is
www.celebratesingle.com and her email is
ljoan@aol.com .
DAVID W. KRIEBEL

Photo by Sara Glick, Baltimore Sun. Reprinted
with permission.
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Meter, cont. from page 5

Hilbert H. Turner Jr. Lite Staff Photo.

at the very least. Annette happily agreed to
be the publisher and do the page layout.
MM: “Black Rainbow” is in couplets
but you seem to otherwise eschew rhyme
scheme. What’s up with that?
Hilbert: The only form I feel comfortable in is haiku. I find it difficult to use
rhyme and maintain the strength of the
message or theme. Once in a while, it
works as in my post-Columbine poem
“Wake-Up Call” and a love poem entitled
“Not A Woman.” But those poems did not
fit in as well as the ones that were chosen
for the book. In some of the other rhyming
poems I have written, I just slap the word
‘blues’ at the end of the working title and
call it a song.
MM: A lot of your work in Extended
Family deals with love and with thankfulness. Do you consider yourself a religious
person?
Hilbert: No. However, I am extremely
thankful for where I am now. At any
moment, it could all be taken away from
me in any number of ways. In retrospect,
it seems that at certain points over the past
several years, I have tried to throw my life
into chaos but something keeps everything in order. I must be a living example
of anti-entropy. Is there a word for that?
Sure, I have regrets, but there’s nothing I
can do about them, except maybe write
poems. So I try to enjoy what time I have
left by eating too much of what’s bad for
me, driving through the South by myself,
and listening to Jackson Five albums.
Sometimes I combine all three. That’s
living!
Hilbert will be hosting a poetry reading
and open mic event at Mariposa (5000
Berwyn Road, College Park) on Saturday,
January 12, starting at 8 PM. His next open
mic event at the Ellicott City Barnes and
Noble is scheduled for 7 PM on January
25.
That was the good news. I caught the
bus on some bad news too—to wit, the
death of Paige Rose, co-owner of the
famous Mystery Loves Company bookstore in Fells Point, of a heart attack
December 1. She will be missed as a
resource for readers and writers of mystery and suspense throughout the region.
What I didn’t realize untilDan Cuddy and
the Maryland Championship Wrestling
Forum clued me in was that the great
mystery buff was also a legend in
Maryland’s professional wrestling circles.
Dan Cuddy reminisces: “Her father took

her to wrestling matches years ago and
that’s how she became hooked on professional wrestling. She knew many of the
local wrestlers in the Maryland area.” A
former co-host of “Pro Wrestling Talk”
with Larry Katz and later with Jerry
Moshenberg and Devious Doc, she was
also featured as part of the Flying
Dutchman’s morning drive-time show on
the old WFBR. Our sincerest condolences
to her husband of many years, Bob Rose,
and her business partner, Kathy Harig.
To end on a cheerier note, let me remind
you once again that I welcome column
ideas and freelance event reviews (Baltimore area) from Lite readers. My e-mail
address is kyemelya@toadmail.com, and I
look forward to hearing from you! Best
wishes for a successful and rewarding
2002.
KATE YEMELYANOV

Calendar, cont. from page 3

Editor’s note: Look for a review of Extended Family, the new chapbook of poems by Hilbert H. Turner Jr. (Gitana Press:
Hyattsville, MD) in the March/April 2002
issue of Lite: Baltimore’s Literary Newspaper.

6:00 p.m. Walters Art Gallery, 600 N.
Charles St. (Charles & Centre Sts., Mt.
Vernon). “Unchained Legacy: Tales of
America’s Fight for Freedom.” Join writers/actors Alice McGill and Bill Grimmette
in an evening of collaborative performances
that reveal an unbroken legacy passed from
Molly Banneker to her grandson Benjamin
Banneker. Hear about Bannaker’s letters to
Thomas Jefferson asking his help in abolishing slavery and learn about Sojourner
Truth, who took the battle for freedom
directly to the hearts and minds of the
people. $12/museum members and seniors
(65+); $15 non-members. For more info,
call (410) 547-9000 or visit
www.thewalters.org.

A While Ago
My white girlfriend and I
Were walking
Hand in hand
Through a mall
Below the Mason-Dixon Line.
We passed
A blue-eyed lady
Pushing a stroller
Containing a sleeping
Brown child. (An adorable boy.)
My girlfriend turned to me
Thinking of
Being in that stranger’s shoes
One day.
I had my head down
Not really looking at anything.
She asked me
What was wrong.
I said, “Oh, nothing.
Just thinking about
EmmittTill.”
Hilbert H. Turner Jr.
Reprinted from Extended Family
(Gitana Press: Hyattsville, MD)

to create a startling awareness in all of her
writing. A “Spectrum of Poetic Fire” event.
Sunday, February 24
2:00 p.m. Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central Branch, Wheeler Auditorium.
“Langston Hughes: The First 100 Years.”
A Lecture by Hughes’ biographer Arnold
Rampersad.
Thursday, February 28
5:30 p.m.Loyola College, 4501 N. Charles
St., McManus Theater. Gregory Djanikian,
Director of the Creative Writing Programs
and Associated Undergraduate Chair of the
English Department of the University of
Pennsylvania, and author of four books of
poetry, will read from his work.

Saturday, March 2
12:00 noon-2:00 p.m. The Poetry Discussion Group discusses the poetry of May
Swenson. Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central Branch. For more info, call Rachel
Kubie at (410) 396-5487.
Tuesday, March 12
6:30-8:00 p.m. The International Fiction
Group discusses Nightlines by Neil Jordan. Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central
Branch. For more info, call Rachel Kubie at
(410) 396-5487.
Sunday, March 24
4:00-6:00 p.m. John Terlazzo and Mare
Cromwell will be reciting poetry at Minas.
Open mike follows.

To Have Your Event Listed
please send information to:
Dan Cuddy, Calendar Editor
41 Odeon Ct.
Baltimore, MD 21234
Tel. (410) 882-4138
lite@toadmail.com
Information received after the 15th of the
preceding month may not be printed. We
reserve the right to edit all material to fit
space requirements. Lite: Baltimore’s Literary Newspaper is published bi-monthly. A
literary calendar is posted monthly on the
Lite web site (www.litecircle.com/
calendar.html).

Lite Sightings:
T HEATRE REVIEWS
HAMLET. The Shakespeare Theatre,
Washington, DC. Sunday, November 11,
2001.
This revenge, the most widely discussed
of all dramas, written circa 1602 by William Shakespeare, was directed by Gale
Edwards who exposed in it all those dark
impulses hidden and lying below the life’s
smooth surface of the Danish court.
It is possible that Shakespeare has had
direct knowledge of Saxos Grammaticus’
“Historicae Danicae,” written in Latin, at
the end of the 12th century but seems more
likely that he knew the topic directly from
Francois de Belleforest’s “Histories
Tragiques,” a French collection of short
stories published between 1559 and 1583.
Around 1580 the story of Amleth was
adapted as the English “Ur-Hamlet” in the
“Spanish Tragedy” by Thomas Kyd
(“Hieronimo is Mad Again”) and it was also
indicated in a satiric passage by Thomas
Nashe. In 1603, it was the first appearance
in print of “The Tragical History of Hamlet,
Prince of Denmark” which was previously
registered in 1602 with little textual authority. The play had three substantive early
texts: The First Quarto (Q1, 1603), the
Second Quarto (Q2, 1604-1605), and the
Third Quarto (Q3,1611). Also, in 1623, the
First Folio (F.1623) was published by the
actors Heminge and Condell.
Various aspects of the drama are in the
tradition of Seneca: the sullen introspection; the self-dramatizing hero; the ghost
urging revenge; the several treacherous
horrors, and the rising violence as well.
Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, returns
from the university in Wittenberg to the
royal castle of Elsinore to find that his
father has recently died and that his mother,
Gertrude, unlike Hecuba refuses to be a
mourning wife, and has married his father’s
brother, Claudius, who now is the ruling
king. Hamlet’s initial dismay and painful
shock at the unseemly haste of the marriage and also haunted by his mother’s
“enseamed bed”—a sort of Oedipus complex—turns to horror when he learns from
an apparition, plausible as his father’s
Ghost, that King Hamlet was murdered by
Claudius, the usurper of the throne. The
Ghost lays upon him the terrible injunction
to avenge the crime by killing his father’s
murderer.
These awful revelations drive Hamlet to
the brink of madness and in an hysterical
rage he swears that this task of revenge will
be his only concern. Aware of the betrayal
and suspicion that surrounds him and of all
the spies who hover over him, Hamlet
feigns madness not only to conceal his
purpose and firm determination from either
Claudius or the court; but also to baffle
them by creating a veil which secludes his
true self. His moral nature is deeply confused, hence he spurns Ophelia, the daughter of the Lord Chamberlain Polonius, whom
he had previously courted and who has
embittered him, influenced by her father,
through many repulses destroying the
springs of joy and faith inherent to his

character. He regards her no more loyal or
honest to him than his mother to her dead
husband. Except for one friend, Horatio, he
is alone among enemies or assumed traitors.
To make sure that the Ghost is not a
deceiving fiend, he decides to test simultaneously the truth of the Ghost’s information and Claudius’s reactions. He arranges
the stage of a mime by a troupe of visiting
players to enact before the King, a play in
pentameter, “The Death of Gonzago,”
which reenacts events and similar circumstances of his father’s murder. The episode leaves him utterly convinced of the
King’s guilt by the conspicuous response
to it when the King violent rises, shuddering with horror, fleeing the scene. Nevertheless, Hamlet still hesitates, incapable of
the last decisive act of vengeance, which is
to kill Claudius, when he comes upon him
at prayer, seizing an excuse of some religious sophistry. Instead Hamlet goes to his
mother’s room making violent reproaches
for her incestuous marriage.
According to canonical law of the Roman Catholic and later the Anglican
churches—which were influenced by
Leviticus 20:21—such marriage was indeed incestuous and only the power of the
monarch could circumvent a canonical law
by securing a papal dispensation. Ironically
this obliviousness by the Dane court precluded the symptoms of that myopic
court’s moral decadence.
Overwhelmed by Hamlet’s rebuking and
visibly frightened, Gertrude calls for help
and Hamlet, hearing a noise behind the
tapestries and thinking that it was Claudius,
thrusts his sword through the arras and
kills the eavesdropping Polonius. Claudius,
now keenly aware of Hamlet’s intent and
recognizing a foe as well as not completely
convinced of his nephew’s genuine madness, dispatches him to a bloody death in
England, escorted by his two retainers,
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. Hamlet steals
a royal package containing sealed documents and intercepts a letter with the very
specific instructions that Hamlet should be
executed on arrival. He quickly forges a
new commission substituting his name for
the sycophants Rosencrantz and
Guilderstern. On the way to England, they
encounter the army of Fortinbras, Prince
of Norway, who is marching to recapture
a piece of land from Poland. The ship in
which Hamlet is sailing is attacked by
pirates and just in a turn of good luck he is
brought back to Denmark. Soon he discovers that during his absence Ophelia’s mind
has snapped and as a result of her insane
state she drowned herself.
Meanwhile Laertes, son of Polonius and
former friend of Hamlet, has returned to
avenge his father’s death as well as his
sister’s. He is persuaded by Claudius to
participate in a scheme to kill Hamlet. A
fencing match is arranged between the two
young men with Laertes’s foil to be left off
its button and anointed with venom. Laertes
wounds Hamlet, ensuring his death, but
Hamlet in scuffling seizes the poisoned foil,
whose merest scratch is fatal, and kills
Laertes, who when dying reveals the treachery. Gertrude also dies, having drunk unwittingly from a poisoned chalice prepared
by Claudius for Hamlet, who in turn stabs

the King with the poisoned foil and compels
the wretched King to drain the chalice left
unfinished by his mother. Claudius is not
slain as an act of vengeance but as “the final
entropy” of a felonious struggle. Hamlet
has few minutes to live but begs Horatio to
report correctly what has happened so that
his name might be cleared. Fortinbras enters and succeeds to be proclaimed to the
throne of Denmark promising peace for the
land.
Hamlet, the most enigmatic and controversial character in the history of dramas,
was played by Wallace Acton who offered
what Coleridge and Hazlitt saw as a thinker
essentially incapacitated by his reflective
mind and temperament, and by an unstable
will that strongly disqualifies him for action. Acton vividly depicted Hamlet’s paradoxical character: magnanimus yet spiteful; sensitive yet brutal; noble yet hysterical. Psychologists would call these characteristics bipolar traits: a manic-depressive
personality which alternates between complete inactivity and fits of excited energy.
He was very realistic in the “melancholia”:
other of Hamlet’s dominant character traits
which is induced in his idealistic nature by
the moral shock of his mother’s hasty
marriage; and this melancholy accounts
for his inaction and disgust at life. Also,
Acton was very descriptive showing how
this “melancholy” impinges in Hamlet’s
lethargic insensibility not only for the fate
of those who he despises but also for the
feelings of those who he loves. In his veer
between sanity and madness as well as the
internalization of his self, he was also very
convincing. His soliloquies contrast a
pusillanimous inactivity with a display of
passion at purely fancied woes. Hamlet, in
his procrastination to execute the command of his father’s Ghost, emphasizes his
failure (“to be or not to be”) to come to
terms with his inner being. Acton showed
a temper with mournful tinges as well as a
perverse determination when forging the
spurious letter.
Nicole Lourance as Ophelia was an
eloquent portrait of pliability and weakness
of character. She is truthful and sympathetic to Hamlet, but at the same time does
not give the comfort or help he is in need of
and visibly shrinks in fright under his
anguish and despair. She was excellent
with her dreadful changes of speech full of
wild and disjointed remarks, as well as
when releasing her subconscious through
incoherent ditties, singing lewd old ballads
and bawdy songs full of special significance, and also when offering flowers to
the King, the Queen and Laertes. She
rendered a realistic figure as her father’s
decoy and brother’s masculine authority;
and also was very descriptive when, unable
to comprehend the betrayals of the court
and its deceitful intrigues as well as the
sudden death of her beloved father, she
throws herself into a fit of madness.
Ophelia is not a loved character but only an
object of commiseration: a mind molded
and shaped by her father and brother that
bursts free, her wits going astray when she
can no longer cope with the complexities of
life, collapsing under the pressure of her
afflictions.
The Ghost—for some it is an hallucination born of a suspicious imagination and

for others a spirit allowed to return to earth
in the likeness of a dead person guided by
important purposes—was portrayed by
Edward Gero who was more sorrowful
than angry; very rigid when he exhorted
Hamlet to spare his mother; not real in his
anguish and plastic in the pleas to his son,
becoming superficial time and again and
not impressive as expected.
Bo Foxworth was Laertes who depicted
an unscrupulous persona, thirsty for vengeance, hot-headed, cynical but with qualities of courage and honesty.
Sybil Lines as Gertrude rendered a vain
and a tormented woman as well, torn by
her divided loyalties: her son, her husband
and the sudden conscious recognition of
the immorality of her marriage; and who
unwittingly conformed to Claudious’
machinations.
Ted van Griethuysen gave a good version of Claudius as a man of action, ready
to wave morality in the face of necessity;
astute, strong-minded, calculating, ambitious and above all directional and ruthless
in his pursuit of power.
Cameron Folmar was Horatio whose
interpretation of a sympathetic figure was
excellent, showing an irrefutable good character, loving and accepting Hamlet beyond
judgment. His character was very real
when his selfless loyalty drives him to try
to drink the poisoned dregs while Hamlet is
dying; revealing fortitude, self-possession,
and strong equanimity which reflected a
vigorous contrast to the prince’s personality.
Hamlet, “the sphinx of the modern literature,” is a unique drama despite all
imitations, and the protagonist, as a hero of
hesitation, dominates criticism from Goethe
and Hazlitt through Emerson and Carlyle to
our millennium days. A masterpiece of
irony, an experiment in pragmatic and
double meaning, representing a cultural
prolepsis in introspective inertia; as well as
a distinctive profundity, the results of a
subtle combination of power of thought
and powerless action.
MEAGHAN GREYSON
A Moon for the Misbegotten. The
Outback Theatre, Howard Community
College. Washington/Baltimore area, Sunday, October 28, 2001.
This drama, written by Eugene O’Neill
in 1943, is the sequel to “Long Days’
Journey into Night” where continues the
story of the dissolute James Tyrone.
The three central characters of the play,
Josie, Tyrone and Phil Hogan, are New
England Irish who are set in a Connecticut
farm in 1923. At the beginning, the story
evolves around the high-spirited sot, Phil
Hogan, who lives now with his plain daughter Josie and whose son Mike has left the
farm looking for better venues. Pretending
that the landlord, James Tyrone, whose
family has long owned the Hogan farm, is
planning to sell the farm to the grumpy
neighbor T. Stedman Harder—a “Standard
Oil man”—Hogan concocts a scheme persuading Josie to seduce Tyrone and then
blackmail him by coercing him either to
marry her or to pay Hogan the price of the
farm in order to avoid scandal; therefore,

Continued on page 13
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Blessed Event, cont. from page 7
Mary Ann almost forced her way into
her rival’s living room, pushed by the pulse
of her indignation. She sat down at a floral
couch before Maria could resist and began
an interrogation, her first question prompted
by some pictures on the wall.
“You have a daughter?”
“Yes, Veronica, she’s seven. She’s at
Brownies now.”
“No husband, though, right?”
“No, we’re divorced, about five years.”
Something in Maria Sanchez’s tone
seemed at least as sympathetic as it was
ashamed; this only irked Mary Ann more:
“Why don’t I just get to the point? I read
your latest e-mail. I know about your, um,
request. How you expected to get $3,000
of our money without me finding out, I’ll
never know. Plus, with your job, this
house, I don’t see why you needed to try to
make a buck this way.”
“But, but you don’t understand, I—”
“Oh, I think I do, pretty well. And I’m
here to tell you to forget the money. Since
I know all about it, your leverage is shot.
You won’t get a penny off us, beyond the
cost of the abortion itself, that is.”
Maria Sanchez came closer to Mary
Ann and in a voice filled with emotion
explained: “You don’t understand, it was
never about the money.”
“Yes, that’s easy to say now, with me
here, but—”
“No, the money, it, it wasn’t for an
abortion. It was for expenses. I got laid off,
I lost my insurance, I was panicking. But,
really, it was for expenses; Robert has
always wanted to keep our baby. He brought
the money with him today at lunch time.
I’m so sorry.”
For the second time that day Mary Ann
Parsons felt a wave of nausea insult her
entire physical being. Pregnant with impotent rage, she looked with disgust at her
counterpart, so soon to show, to bear the
evidence of her husband’s indelible
sin.

Songs of
Remembrance &
Renewal

Memory Loss

Amorum Emblemata
On walls,
not yet lying marred by war,
hang gold framed paintings
of large-limbed rosy ladies,
tendrils of fair hair
moist at neck and forehead.
Their warm fleshed arms raised overhead
form ovals, elbows-out, inviting
wide-eyed gazing.
Diaphanous gauzes
moved by unseen zephyrs
eclectically cover,
concealing and revealing,
roseate rounded Rubens cups
of alabaster breasts and buttocks.
At ease amidst accoutrements of lust:
doves and deer and filigrees
of ribbands, roses intertwined,
and mirrors, which
like stream and pond,
reflect the open light of summer day
and all the fruitful loveliness
of tree and shrub and flower.
Shield cast aside—but not too far—
helmet a plaything of the putti,
brazen, lying Mars pretends—
once more—
to turn away from war.
Margaret Doyle
—Reprinted from Reflections 2000 , a publication of the Renaissance Institute at the College
of Notre Dame of Maryland in Baltimore

NOTICE
The next edition of
Society’s Page will appear
in the March/April 2002
issue of Lite.
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Nancy Holden
—Reprinted from Reflections 2000, a publication of the
Renaissance Institute at the College of Notre Dame of
Maryland in Baltimore.

One Mourning
I saw a mourning dove
Who wouldn’t leave her mate.
He was lying on our street,
A feather heap, lifeless, still.
Autos swerved to avoid
The carcass—urban roadkill.
She circled, circled her beloved,
Cooing, her widow’s head bobbing;
Fluttered off when cruel tires descended,
Scurried back, circled, circled.
Sobbing?
Was she in shock? Or in denial?
Was she bargaining? In rage?
What stage her grieving?
How long would she wait?
I saw a dove, in mourning,
Who wouldn’t leave her mate.
Barbara Cutko

on the web
Lite is seeking submissions for an
ongoing web anthology of work
related to the events of September 11,
entitled “Songs of Remembrance and
Renewal.” Fiction, poetry, art, photos
all welcome. Submissions accepted by
email to: crescent@toadmail.com;
by mail to: Lite, PO Box 26162,
Baltimore MD 21210.
A time to help others & heal ourselves.

My sister and I are standing in front of a fountain
in that familiar black and white photo in
the family album.
What color was that dress I’m wearing?
The material was stiff. The starched collar
scratched my neck.
How old was I that day? Three? Four?
Why didn’t I ask those questions, Mother,
when I could?
I don’t need to ask about my first date, or
what I wore to the prom.
Those memories are clear, and my own.
It’s your memories of me that I want, and they’re gone.

Februrary 22nd, Last Year

—Reprinted from Reflections 2000, a
publication of the Renaissance Institute at the
College of Notre Dame of Maryland in
Baltimore

They came a day late,
delivered freshly dead.
Now there are petals on the bathroom floor.
Dried and curled, they cup themselves up to me like little hearts,
begging to be filled.
I press them into the tiles with the toe of my slipper and hope to see them bleed.
The stems, just hours ago rotting in the stomach of my blue vase,
stick out of the bathroom trash,
proudly dripping their bile.
This is how roses should come;
mangled and putrid, poisoning themselves,
they're so much more a sign of love.
Kerin Flatley

Lite Sightings, cont. from page 11
Tyrone will not sell the farm and naturally
they will not be displaced from their lodgings. Much later, the old man reveals to
Josie that he knew that Tyrone had no
intentions of selling the farm, and that he
only wanted to bring the two together so
they would recognize their hidden love for
each other. Josie agrees to save the old
homestead from the clutches of that supposed villain. She is a very quick-thinking,
overweight, not too young woman who is
not nearly as bawdy as she appears to be
and who pretends to be a slut with calculating efficiency. She invites Tyrone to
come that night and when he comes, Tyrone
explains his guilt to Josie and to himself in
terms of his long hatred to his father and the
love and the remorse suffered for longing
for his mother. Tyrone claims that during
his father’s lifetime, he was a drunkard and
a never-do-well but insists that after his
father’s death he he stopped drinking for
his mother’s sake; but as she became ill and
was dying, he turned again to alcohol in
retaliation upon his mother for abandoning
him. His final refuge is in lechery, finding
only satisfaction with slovenly women and
the prostitutes rejected by another men. All
that “baggage” feeds his self-hatred and the
need for a mother’s substitute; so finally
this cynical and hopeless alcoholic finds
for one night a loved mother in Josie. He
was attracted to her by his desire of expiation and in her maternal and redemptive
love he finds, at last, forgiveness and
release.
The absolution comes to him when he
confesses to Josie and also when discovers
that he is still loved, in spite of his hateful
self that presumably desecrated the motherson relationship. Having placated the maternal spirit, he now can sleep under the
moon lying on Josie’s breasts.
The emotional culmination resides in his
morning departure as well as in Josie’s
understanding of this man’s love and the
uncertainties that enable him to return. She
resumes her usual role and goes on living,
quarreling with her father, to meet the
problems of everyday life through the haze
of sadness and the futile frustrations that
heavily weighs over her. In this four act
play, the director, Michael Stebbins, has
assembled a cast of characters, combining
and revealing their psychological idiosyncracies in a slow pace of facetious comedy
existing in the first and second act; while
keeping the energy high in unraveling the
intricacies of the play in the third one that
prepares for Tyrone’s deliverance in the
fourth, establishing the catalysis conducive to the climax of the drama.
Bill Hamlin is Phil Hogan who renders
magnificently the role with a shrewd, coarse
sense of humor and a soft heart displayed
with emotional euphoria.
Valerie Constantini is excellent in her
interpretation of Josie showing no illusions
about herself; revealing, as the affected
promiscuous slut, all her inner self-hatred
as well as her neurotic pride which enables
her to eradicate the rooted self-loathing that
overwhelms her personality.
J. M. McDonough is James Tyrone
Jr. who faithfully portrays the least dramatic of O’Neill’s protagonists. He is very

successful as an alcoholic and in describing his haunted memories and his whoring
binges; though not very convincing and
somewhat unsettling in his role of selfanalysis, his spiritual agonies, and his selftormenting which are all related to an
unresolved Oedipus conflict. He is superficial in his braggart poise and also as the
lonely child at heart who cries for his
“mommy,” which reminisces Dion’s conception of Cybel in “The Great God Brown.”
However, he’s good in his contrasting
moods, expansive one moment and submissive the other, and in showing oblivion
and denial of his real identity.
This rich modern drama, with fierce
qualities of introspection, is filled with
emotional truth, a wealth of psychological
complexities that progressively uncover
the masks that some people wear to either
conceal or disguise their feelings in order
to protect themselves and avoid becoming
vulnerable to one another.
MEAGHAN GREYSON

Names in Lite
·Joe Benevento (Fiction: Blessed Event)
writes from Kirksville, MO. He teaches
courses in American and Latin American
Literature and creative writing atTruman
State University. He serves as poetry editor
for the Green Hills Literary Lantern and is
an associate editor (fiction) for The Chariton
Review. His work has been published in 75
different places, including Bilingual Review, Chiricu, Spillway, Il Caffe, The
Chattahoochee Review, Pearl, Wisconsin
Review, RE:AL, Magic Realism, and Slipstream. His fiction has three times been
nominated for Puschart Prizes. In 1996,
his first book of poems, Holding On, was
published with Warthog Press. His current
project is a novel, The Odd Squad, based on
his own growing up as the only white in his
neighborhood peer group in Queens.
·Robert Crombie (Fiction: Clay Pots) is a
commercials/film director sho is making
his first movie (a road movie across modern Cuba), and finishing his first novel,
Willy Whale. He has written two plays
which were produced professionally in
Britain, and has translated Lope de Vega’s
masterpiece Peribanez. He writes from
Venice, CA.
·Kerin Flatley (Poem: February 22nd,
Last Year), a graduate of Fairfield University, is working towards her MA in creative
writing at Boston University. A winner of
several awards in poetry and fiction, including the James G Webber award for a
poetry portfolio, her short story “Dusk”
appeared in the Spring 2001 edition of
Dogwood.
·Meaghan Greyson (Lite Sightings: Theatre Reviews) was born in New York and
raised since almost a baby in Switzerland,
London, and central Europe until 1959
when she permanently returned to America.
She received a doctoral degree at the University of Georgia. For years she worked
as a consultant but on the side wrote and
still writes for newspapers in New York,
Los Angeles, London and Sydney and also
for the well-known internet magazine, Theatre World. She now lives in Columbia, MD
and continues to write theatrical reviews.
·Patricia A. Kreins (Poem: Untitled) writes
from Baltimore, MD.

Announcing the

BALTICON 36 SF POETRY
CONTEST
$First prize: $50
$2nd prize: $30
$3rd prize: $20.
$Winners will receive a convention

membership and be invited to read
their winning entries at Cafe Balticon at
Balticon 36 (see ad below). Winning
entries will be published in the BSFAN
(Balticon souvenir book) and in Lite:
Baltimore’s Literary Newspaper.
$Limit: 3 poems/person, 32 lines
each.
$No entry fee.
$Deadline: Mailed entries must be
postmarked and email entries must
be received by April 30, 2002. First,
second, and third place winners will be
notified shortly thereafter.
$Please include your name, address,
telephone number/email address and
a brief bio with your entry.
$Email entries to: poetry@balticon.org
or lite@toadmail.com; or mail w/SASE
to: “Balticon 36 Poetry Contest,” c/o The
Lite Circle, P.O. Box 26162, Baltimore
MD 21210 or BSFS, PO Box 686,
Baltimore, MD 21203-2737.

The Baltimore Science Fiction
Society Presents

BALTICON 36
Maryland’s Regional Science Fiction
and Fantasy Convention
Memorial Weekend—May 24-27, 2002
Wyndham Inner Harbor Hotel
Single, Double, Triple, Quad Hotel Rates:
$119 +tax/room

Call 1-800-WYNDHAM OR (410) 7521100 FOR RESERVATIONS
Convention Rates
$35 Until February 14th $40 Until March 17th
$45 Until April 30th $50 at the door

Artist/Author Guests of Honor:
Phil & Kaja Foglio, Mark E. Rogers
Filk Guest of Honor:
The Boogie Knights
Fan Guest of Honor:
Dr. Yoji Kondo
Costume Guest of Honor:
Carol Salemi
2001 Compton Crook Winner:
Syne Mitchell
Balticon 36
P.O.Box 686, Baltimore, MD 21203-0686
Phone: (410) JOE-BSFS
Email: bsfs@balticon.org
Web: www.balticon.org

Lite Circle Books presents

Hot off the Press from
Lite Circle Books!

Cherry Pie
by Elisabeth Stevens

Twelve stories
about growing
and growing up
are included in
Elisabeth
Stevens’ fourth
fiction collection. Although
the female protagonists and
family situations
vary, the common thread is learning from often bitter
experiences. “Cherry Pie” and “Crumbs”
chronicle a young woman who ineptly says
“no” to one man, and then unwisely says
“yes” to another. In ‘The Neighbors,” a
child discovers deception, ambition, and,
eventually, death. In “In the Dust,” a girl
who has lost her father contrives an odd
game to compensate. In “Campfire,” a fiveyear-old is separated from her parents for
the first time. The stories “Wally and the
Waltz” and “His Ambition” examine the
effects of war seen from a distance. In
“Van” an art teacher becomes the icon for
a girl’s discovery of her own talent. In “A
Matter of Money” and “A Rough Ride,”
heroines of less than twenty painfully encounter the ways and wiles of Boston society and “important” literary people in
Manhattan. “The Towers” is a story of
marriage and adultery, and “The Nurse”
deals with the conflict between two women
over a new baby.

Order Now!
Send check or money order for $14.95
plus $2.00 shipping/handling to:
Lite Circle Books/Cherry Pie
P.O. Box 26162, Baltimore MD 21210
For more info, email lite@toadmail.com
Order Online!

♥LITERARY PERSONALS♥
To place a personal ad : send your ad (no
more than 350 characters, including spaces
and punctuation, plus 32 character headline) to: Lite Personals, PO Box 26162,
Baltimore, MD 21210. Enclose check for $10
payable to The Lite Circle, Inc. Fee includes postal forwarding. Include phone
no., fax no., or email address. No obscenities or sexual references. Lite reserves the
right to reject any ad copy it deems unsuitable for publication. Ads run for 2 months.

Penny’s
Hill

To reply to a personal ad : write to Lite
Personals, Code No. (listed at end of ad), at
above address. Your reply will be forwarded
to the advertiser.

A chapbook of poetry
by Hugh Burgess

BE MY VALENTINE

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!
Send your check or money order for
$6.00 (includes postage
and handling) to:
Lite Circle Books/Penny’s Hill
P.O. Box 26162
Baltimore MD 21210
Info: www.litecircle.com/books.html
Order online!

SWM, 30’s ISO SWF, late 20’s-early 30’s,
n/s, nm with warmth, beauty, intelligence,
integrity, and creativity for possible LTR.
I’m 5’10”, br/br and I’ve been told I’m good
looking. I enjoy poetry, reading, exercise,
scintillating conversation, shared intimacies. Please write and show me the kind of
woman you are. Photo appreciated. Code
002.
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The Lite Circle, Inc.
Guidelines for Writers
1. Founded in 1992, The Lite Circle is a nonprofit literary organization devoted to the encouragement of emerging voices in the arts.
Lite: Baltimore's Literary Newspaper is a bimonthly publication featuring art, literature, and
book reviews. Formerly a quarterly magazine, it
is now a free tabloid publication carrying one
story and several poems per issue. A literary
supplement is published on the off-months. We
seek to give emerging writers and artists the
opportunity to reach a broad, literate audience,
and to keep our readers informed of literary
events in Central Maryland. Lite: Baltimore's
Literary Newspaper is distributed in the Baltimore
area and Central Maryland, with a press run of
10,000 copies. The Lite Circle also publishes
book-length manuscripts in cooperation with
authors under the imprints “Lite Circle Books” and
"Sunrise Press." The "Guidelines for Writers"
apply to all Lite Circle publications, and the term
"Lite" as used here refers to all Lite Circle publications.
2. Lite holds one-time publication rights to all
material accepted for publication. All other rights
remain the property of the author. Terms of
payment: For Lite: Baltimore's Literary Newspaper, 5 copies of an issue in which submission
appears. For Lite Circle Books/Sunrise Press: 1
contributor's copy (unless other arrangements
are made).
3. Electronic submissions to Lite are encouraged. Email submissions to:lite@toadmail.com
(attachments OK; Microsoft Word or WordPerfect
format preferred). Submissions may also be sent
as ASCII text in the body of an email; special
formatting such as italics or bold should be noted.
We will also accept documents on disk
(WordPerfect or Microsoft Word format preferred). Please include contact info/short bio.
Hard copy submissions to Lite should be on plain
8-1/2" X 11" paper, double spaced, typewritten
or computer printed, suitable for scanning with
no handwritten editing or other marks anywhere
on the document. Please include the file on disk,
if possible. Notes concerning the copy may be
made in legible handwriting on accompanying
separate sheets. Illegible, poor-quality, or handwritten text will not be considered. Copy must
include the author's name, address and telephone number on the first or last page; for multiple
simultaneous submissions, each work must be a
separate document, each with the author's name,
address and telephone. Please include short bio.
4. Word limits—Poetry: generally no more
than 30 lines, but up to 50 lines may be accepted
for poems in stanza, section, or any divided
format; Fiction: 1,000 to 4,000 words (longer
pieces may be used in serialized form); Humor:
300-1,000 words. Reviews: 300 words. Due to
the enormous amount of material we receive,
response time averages 6-12 months.
5. Lite reserves the right to do all editing
appropriate to maintain grammar, stylistic consistency, and standard punctuation without advance notification to the author. We suggest that
deliberate deviations from standard grammar
and spelling be noted on a separate sheet to avoid
editing problems. Lite will do everything possible
to advise writers in advance of publication of any
proposed changes which may affect the author's
meaning or stylistic integrity; writers may withdraw their manuscripts from consideration should
they conclude that proposed changes are unacceptable, provided notification is made within
three days of notice of proposed changes.
6. Lite will not accept manuscripts which
contain the following: sexually explicit language
or graphically depicted sexual scenes; gratuitous expletives; pointless or graphic violence;
material denigrating any race, nationality, gender, or religion. Authors accept all responsibility
for factual errors contained in any submitted
manuscript. By submitting to Lite, author agrees
to the the editorial policies and conditions as
stated in these guidelines.
7. If hardcopy material is rejected, submissions will not be returned unless a SASE of
suitable size with sufficient postage is provided.

The Lite Circle, Inc.
Lite: Baltimore's Literary Newspaper
Lite Circle Books
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On a Cousin Applying for Welfare
We all began
with grandfather’s stories—
bright bluecoats, polished swords,
Bonaparte upon his horse,
and there, twenty yards off,
our ancestor, the Marquis, waxed moustache,
white trousers, a Tuscan face,
the classic martial stare,
a symphony within his heart
(he was a musician)
that drummed like the hoofs
of horses passing in review—
you heard those tales—
the wild Orsetti’s,
soldiers, artists, aristocrats—
the bustle of the women in
black dresses, lace, corsets,
most too proud to marry,
and a few severe dowagers
with coal black eyes
that could darken
a photographer’s flash—
and the men, brown-eyed, glaring
like a flame leaping a cauldron,
and a proud bronze texture to their movementthey knew who they were—
Professor Orsetti, bandleader at West Point,
his son, an imprisoned Confederate,
gray uniform in a gray cell,
but the gray was red with a thread of blood;
there was no surrender,
no abdication of nobility—
the walls of Lucca held,
and pacing back and forth in his cell
(a mere boy)
at the Federal prison,
young Dave was not desolate
when he kicked at the scattered straw—What has become of us?
You are worn, weary, washed-out,

a scrub-board with stains of dried soap,
a white wall peeling to the gray beneath,
a gray not red with blood
but with oppressive January.
You whine, not speak.
You are thirty?
Where is the hauteur?
On what stage
the family’s fantasies?
The rabble have closed
the cloisters,
the threads of noble blood
snipped by democracy.
You must know the right rapacious people;
we have straggled into the mobs of beggars,
and are beaten back by night sticks.
Our art has passed with the Renaissance.
Our songs are cracked 78 RPMs.
1929 ended fantasy.
Your future is married
to a dope-smoker, a beer-belly, a piss-pot
that sits and sits in the middle of a room
snapping his fingers for a beer,
feigning a damaged back.
I am an unpublished poet,
brooding, breaking his mind
over a kitchen table below an electric light,
in a room with a humming refrigerator,
a cup of cold coffee,
and a pen that skips,
and a mind that trips out into inanity,
and imprecision, and a crumbled looseleaf of imagination,
and a daydream about an indifferent woman,
who is neither here nor there, or anywhere,
but created in a mind
that exhales literary airs.
Today we sat at my cluttered desk.
I interviewed you the applicant.
You answered my questions like any applicant.
Rome is in ruins.
Dan Cuddy

Untitled
Today I crashed the computer again.
And at its prompting pushed any key.
Then watched it check itself to see if it was there.
Patricia Kreins

She Is
she is not

a baby

or
anybody’s mama
infants are helpless and dependent plus i already have a mother
she is not

by

a fox
a chick

or
a pet
and need not be caged, cooped, or otherwise domesticated
she is not

cupcake
puddin’
honey bun
sugar pie
sugar plum
or

sugar dumplin’
despite how sweet she can be
she is not

a doll
a trophy

or
a dish
she can move under her own power and will not fit on a shelf
she is not
a possession that belongs to me
she came to me without a deed or registration form and i have no receipt
she is not

a hot thing
a fine thing

or
a pretty little thing
because things can be called “it” and people have distinct pronouns
she is
she is

a lady
a friend

she is

and
a beautiful human being crazy enough to love me

Hilbert H. Turner Jr.
Reprinted from Extended Family
(Gitana Press: Hyattsville, MD)
Lite Bytes, cont. from page 6
inspiration. This high-energy program is
for the entire family.
–Thursday, Feb. 21 at 6:30 p.m. at the
Herring Run Branch.
–Saturday, Feb. 23 at 2 p.m. at the
Central Library, Meyerhof Children’s Garden. Free tickets available beginning Saturday, February 9.
Meet Benjamin Banneker
•Educator and puppeteer Leah Taylor of
the Banneker Historical Park introduces
Benjamin Banneker to children using puppets. For children ages 4 to 8.
–Saturday, Feb. 9 at 11 a.m. at the
Edmondson Ave. Branch.
–Saturday, Feb. 9 at 2 p.m. at the
Waverly Branch.
–Saturday, Feb. 23 at 11 a.m. at the
Cherry Hill Branch.
–Saturday, Feb. 23 at 2 p.m. at the
Patterson Park Branch.

Clay Pots

Round Robin Jazz Cafe
•The Bobby Rucks Band with Vocalist
Tiny Tim Harris. Wednesday, Feb. 13, 6 to
7:30 p.m. at the Herring Run Branch.
•Tracy Curbeam and Da Fellas. Wednesday, Feb. 27, 6 to 7:30 p.m. at the Pennsylvania Ave. Branch.
•Poetology presents on Friday, January
11, 8 p.m., at Gallery 409, 409 N. Charles
St., Baltimore: 7 p.m. Art Exhibition; 8 p.m.
Open Mic; 9 p.m. First Feature; 10 p.m.
Second Feature. “Battle of The Poets” open
Mic, welcoming singers, emcees, poets,
and comics. Featuring world traveled poet
and musician Ainsley Burrows (http://
ainsleyburrows.com/) and also Baltimore’s
newest hit wonder, four part harmony
group “Final Hour.” Poets $5; Spectators
$10. For more info, visit: http://
invites.yahoo.com 6863b0c3c552fo5yjgtyzk246/.

Robert Crombie
The potter opened the kiln, and a gust of
hot air blew into the workshop, ruffling the
fur of the sleeping cat. The potter damped
down the charcoal, grasped the fired pots
by their necks with a pair of iron tongs, and
lifted them onto a shelf to cool. Outside the
sun glowed red, then burnt out, and the sky
was full of ash. The potter stretched, his
day’s work done, locked up the workshop,
and went home.
The last light faded into the dust, and all
went quiet. Only the snoozing cat’s ear
flicked as a mouse scratched beneath the
floorboards.
“Phew! I’m parched,” an earthenware
tankard suddenly slurred. “Can someone
pour me a drink?”
“It’s not fair; the fire was too hot,”
moaned a slim-waisted vase. “I almost
scorched my glaze.”
“We’re alive, that’s what counts,”
boomed a storage pot. “Of course it hurts
to be born.”
“But does anyone know,” asked a little
milk jug with a graceful handle, “why are
we here?”
“Because He made us,” replied a pious
potbellied rice-pot.
“But who is He?” wondered the milk jug.
“He? He is the Maker,” spouted the
imperious teapot. “Can’t you feel his initials
and thumbprint on your bottom?”
“But what did He make us for, then?”
asked the curious milk jug.
“Because we’re useful, that’s why,”
grunted the thirsty tankard.
“It’s so vulgar to be useful,” sighed the
slim-waisted vase. “Personally, I’m useless; just beautiful.”
“Perhaps he needs us, as much as we
need Him,” speculated a chamber pot.
“Without a Creation there could be no
Creator. Maybe the Maker pours his spirit
into us until it overflows in worship and
returns to him. Let us pray.”
“Get real,” butted in a copper penny
from where it had rolled beneath the kiln.
“It’s to buy me He made you. You’re
nothing to him. Holes.”
“That’s ridiculous,” retorted the chamber pot. He must love us, and not you.
We’re His creation.”
“Then why did He spend half of today
on his hands and knees just looking for
me,” replied the lost penny. “And as for
you, he’ll shit in your mouth.”
The pots fell silent. Even the damp lump
of unformed clay on the potter’s wheel
seemed lost for words. Only the mouse
could be heard still scratching beneath the
floorboards.

“Who’ll want me?” despaired a cooking
pot with a collapsed rim. “I’m bungled and
botched.”
“Nobody,” commented an old mug with
a chipped and glued handle on the windowsill, from which the potter drank his morning coffee. “He’ll toss you out in the yard
with the other mistakes.”
“You mean, I’ll be broken?” stammered
the cooking pot in a hollow voice.
“We’re only clay,” replied the mug.
“It’ll happen to us all in the end.”
“But it makes no sense,” boomed the
storage pot, “to be made only to be broken.”
“I’m too lovely,” murmured the slimwaisted vase. “A thing of beauty is forever.”
“Maybe it’s a test; to see if we’re
worthy; to see if we trust ourselves in His
hands,” the rice-pot said.
“A test of what?” grunted the tankard.
“Perhaps,” theorized the chamber pot,
“when we break the spirit bounded by our
clay is liberated and rejoins eternity; and
only the earthy part of us dies.”
“But that’s all we are, the earthy part,
clay,” replied the mug. “Just like the Potter.”
“But if the Potter is a pot too,” asked the
milk jug, “who made him, and why? And
one day will he break too?”
“Maybe the earth is a giant wheel, and
the Potter was shaped by a Potter in the
sky, and baked by the sun,” fantasized the
chamber pot. “Let us pray.”
“We only know enough to know that we
know nothing,” decided the teapot. “Put a
lid on it. Only, perhaps the truth is not only
stranger than we think, but stranger than
we can imagine too.”
The moon emerged from behind a cloud
and shone into the workshop through the
window. The curious milk jug was about
to ask another question when the mouse
came out of the hole and scampered across
the workshop floor. The sleeping cat
woke, and pounced on the mouse, knocking over the base of the shelf on which the
pots sat. The pots wobbled and slid and
tumbled and from their perch, and broke on
the floor with an ear-splitting crash.
The chipped mug looked down from the
windowsill at the shards of the pots all
mixed up, and thought that’s what you get
for talking too much. A pot should shut up
and not ask questions without answers.
Things were as they were. Meanwhile, the
cat shook the clay dust from its fur, and
nudged the dead mouse with a
forepaw.
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CALLING

ALL

WRITERS!

S T O P !
You are NOT ALLOWED to put down this magazine without reading about Lite’s 2001

Poetry & Short Fiction Contest
Winners in each category will receive the following prizes:

FIRST PRIZE: $75
SECOND PRIZE: $45
THIRD PRIZE: $15
All winners will be featured at a special Lite Circle reading and will have
their work published in Lite: Baltimore’s Literary Newspaper
All entries must be postmarked no later than December 31, 2002. Reading fee: $5.00 per story, $3.00 per poem, $10.00 for up to 6 poems. No limit on
submissions.Manuscripts should be typed, double-spaced, with cover sheet containing title (s) of work, along with author’s name, address, and telephone
number.The manuscript should include the title, but not the author’s name. Submissions on diskette OK (MS Word or WordPerfect preferred). Please include
short bio. Winners will be notified by March 31, 2003. Maximum story length 6,000 words. Maximum poem length 50 lines. Please mail entries to:

The Lite Circle Literary Contest
P.O. Box 26162
Baltimore, MD 21210
For more info, write us or email lite@toadmail.com .
Or visit our web site at: www.litecircle.com.

Hand-beaded silver, turquoise and
hematite earrings with
stars and half-moons.
rin
gs bbyy El
wyn
Earrin
rings
Elwyn
Look for Ear
on Ebay. Or email:
crescent@toadmail.com.
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Writing is a
Solitary Profession.
Life Doesn't Have to Be.
If you are interested in participating in a
new literary singles group, email
lite@toadmail.com.

Your Business
Card Here.

$20.

